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 Cancer is a term used to describe 
over 100 malignant diseases, all sharing 
common hallmarks. Despite prevention, 
early detection, and novel therapies, cancer 
is still one of the leading causes of death in 
the World. In cancer research, successful 
bench-to-bedside translation of basic 
sc ient ific findings into therapeut ic 
interventions for patients depends on the 
selection of appropriate experimental animal 
models.  
 
As a matter of fact, evaluation of novel 
therapeutic strategies against human cancer 
requires new preclinical models that mimic as 
closely as possible human tumors and human 
patients. Today, several limitations are reported 
with the current preclinical cancer models. The 
main constraints of these small animal models 
are associated with differences in animal size, 
variations in drug target sequences between 
species, the absorpt ion, d istr ibut ion, 
m e t a b o l i s m , a n d e x c r e t i o n ( A D M E ) 
parameters, and the frequent lack of an 
adequate immune system.  

Pet dogs with naturally-occurring cancers 
might provide new insights for testing 
novel experimental therapeutics in 
conditions that more accurately mimic 
various human cancers. The biological 
complexity of cancers in pet animals 
mirrors the human disease, including the 
intra-tumoral (cell-to-cell) heterogeneity 
s e e n i n c a n c e r s .  T h e n a t u r a l 
consequences of this heterogeneity are 
the deadly features of all cancers, leading 
to the acquired resistance to treatment, 
tumor recurrence or relapse, and 
metastasis. Thus, companion animal 
cancers best translate these issues in 
ways no other animal model systems do. 
Y e t ,  c o m p a n i o n a n i m a l s w i t h 
spontaneous neoplasms are still greatly 
underexploited. Rapid advances in human 
and veterinary cancer therapies could be 
made when testing new drugs and/or 
delivery systems that have shown 
promise in vitro and in vivo in other 
preclinical models. Large animal model 
studies have proven extremely valuable 



Applications of models during drug discovery for cancer 
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for modeling pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic relationships, refining drug doses and 
schedules, and validating individual drug targets in vivo. 
 
As in humans, imaging cancer in pets is also an important key component for diagnostic and 
tumor monitoring. Molecular imaging techniques allow for detection of disease-specific signals 
that provide individualized data to aid in patient selection, response to therapy, and 
prognostication. The comparative oncology studies already using molecular imaging techniques 
have demonstrated the value of spontaneous canine cancers as relevant research tools in drug 
and imaging agent research. 
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Pets with spontaneous  
diseases 

Induced diseases 
Rodents models 


